Grifform Innovations® offers custom shower pans made of durable solid surface by DuPont™ Corian®. Combining beauty and function allows this versatile material to accommodate all your custom pan floor needs. Built using your choice of options for style, size, shape, drain location and wall treatment make this our most widely used shower pan. The warm, inviting touch coupled with durability and renewability make this not only aesthetically pleasing, but a practical investment. Grifform Innovations® Shower Pans are certified by Home Innovations Research Labs for quality and excellence in manufacture.

CHALLENGES
• Minimize potential for the harboring of bacteria due to grout or porosity.
• A durable shower pan that is easily maintained.
• A shower pan that can be installed with out membrane.
• Non-porous grout free shower pan.

SOLUTION
• Grifform Innovations® custom certified shower pans in DuPont™ Corian®.
• Grifform Innovations® Shower Pans designed with your space and specifications applied, in your choice of over 100 DuPont™ Corian® colors.

RESULTS
• A certified shower base that meets your challenge.
• A Grifform Innovations® Shower Pan that is fully supported by structural fire retardant foam.
• Grifform Innovations® bases are built in a wide pallet of DuPont™ Corian® color options as defined by your project designer.
• Grifform Innovations® shower base built to your specific drain location.
• Meets the durability and renewability requirements.
• Seamless beauty of nonporous DuPont™ Corian®.

ATTRIBUTED VALUE OF THE GRIFFORM® CUSTOM PANS
• Custom size and configuration
• Custom drain location
• Requires no liner
• Installed quickly and easily
• Seamless application (no grout)
• Class 1/A fire rated
• Available in most DuPont™ Corian® colors
• Lower maintenance cost
• DuPont™ Corian® can help earn points for LEED program
• Extended life cycle
• Slip resistance available
Grifform Innovations®

Custom Shower Pans -
Determined to improve your environment.

To better service the healthcare environment, Grifform Innovations® offers shower pans made of DuPont™ Corian®. We build custom drain locations as well as threshold or ADA entrances to meet your specific needs. We will apply a slip resistant, engineered finish to further aid in the safety of your shower floor. The base is fully supported with fire retardant structural foam. There is no need for a rubber membrane or mud-set for the base to be installed. We have complete instructions to aid in the ease of installation. Your order is confirmed with drawings to assure our products are made according to the specification that meet both plumbing requirements, ADA requirements if they apply, and the requirements specific for your project. Grifform Innovations® shower pans are certified by Home Innovations Research Labs.

Grifform Innovations®

Suggested Design Options
For Custom Shower Pans

Grifform Innovations®

In Healthcare
Grifform® offers nearly a hundred healthcare-related products. Each is designed to solve a specific challenge or problem. Of the many products we offer, pay particular attention to Grifform Innovations® Shower Walls. Each feature the winning combination of solid surface suitability for healthcare and Grifform® innovation.

All data given herein is believed to be accurate but is presented without guaranty or warranty.